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ABSTRACT: To realize the self-control of the intelligent underwater robot, first of all is to have an independent
visual system and the positioning system. Through the visual system, the robot can obtain the underwater environment
information, providing the guidance for its movement and underwater works. The vision system of the intelligent
underwater robot relies mainly on the "acoustic vision". The acoustic vision system not only has the acquisition ability
of acoustic image and acoustic information, but also processes functions include image and information processing,
feature extraction, classification and identification. Meanwhile, the positioning and map building are research hotspot
in robot technology field, which is also the key to achieve truly autonomous robot. This paper uses the Super Seaking
DST forward-looking sonar to scan the underwater environment and get the sonar image which is needed by the
simulation program, and applies the digital image processing method into the sonar image, having processes such as
filtering, smoothing, segmentation and so on to the sonar image, extracting the target characteristics and linear
characteristics, getting the characteristics map of the underwater environment, constructing the characteristics map
simulation platform based on the environmental characteristics, realizing the autonomous positioning and navigation
simulation of the AUV by using EKF SLAM algorithm, and having an analysis on AUV movement tracks under the
different environmental characteristics and on causes for errors.
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INTRODUCTION

To realize the self-control by the intelligent underwater robot, which means not to rely on the independent
identification and the resolution ability of humans, firstly, it needs to have an independent visual system and the
positioning system, the visual system of the intelligent underwater robot mainly relies on the “acoustic vision”. As the
completely autonomous underwater robot, the acoustic vision system is its ears and eyes, through the acoustic vision
system, robots can obtain the underwater environment information, providing the guidance for its movement and
underwater works. Unlike the traditional sonar system, the acoustic vision system not only has the acquisition ability
of acoustic image and acoustic information, but also processes functions include image and information processing,
feature extraction, classification and identification. Meanwhile, the positioning and map building are research hotspot
in robot technology field, which is also the key to achieve truly autonomous robot. The intelligent underwater robot
which is based on the acoustic vision system and the SLAM has an important theoretical significance and application
value [1-4].

The research on underwater robot in China becomes increasingly mature, Shenyang Institute of Automation of
Chinese Academy of Sciences developed CR-01 type 6000 meters underwater autonomous robot in 1995, indicated
the overall level of Chinese underwater autonomous robot has topped the world, making China one of the few
countries that owned this technology and equipment in the world. In March 2008, the newly-developed 6000 meters
underwater autonomous robot has surpassed CR-01 type on some technical indicators, the CR-02 type (as shown in
Figure 1) can penetrate 50 meters thick mud, in addition to the deep seabed mineral resources survey in a complicated
environment, CR - 02 type can also be applied to the wrecked ship survey and deep-sea expedition. In addition, the
British TRITON LOGGING company also developed a SAWFISH LOGGING underwater robot, as shown in Figure
2.

SIMULTANEOUS POSITIONING AND MAP BUILDING

Simultaneous Positioning

Robots need to answer three questions for completing the tasks:
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“Where am I?”

Figure 1. SAWFISH underwater logging robot.

“ Where do I want to go?”

“ How do I get there?”

The first question is the positioning problem of mobile robots. The second question is associated with the specific
tasks of robots, namely the task planning. The third question is the path planning problem which asks for robots to
find a reasonable path between the current position and the target position for ensuring a safe arrival to the target
position by robots, thus can finish the assigned tasks [5-6]. Besides, for realizing the positioning, it needs to choose a
coordinate system and to record the environment information. The coordinate system and the position of the
environmental characteristics in the coordinate system make up an environment map, so there comes up another
important question:

“What is my map?”, the map information is also very important to robots. Meanwhile, the positioning and the map
building can solve question(1) and question (4), and can lay a foundation for solving question (2) and question (3).

Positioning is a process of determining the location by robots. For mobile robots, a precise position estimation is the
necessary content for realizing the autonomous navigation. Positioning is a basis for the advanced navigation tasks
such as target search, obstacle avoidance, tracking, etc. If there has no position information, robots are hard to realize
these navigation tasks.

There are many ways to obtain the robots’ position information, some positioning methods work with help of the
external environment awareness information, some positioning methods rely completely on their own movement
information. The most primitive positioning method is to use the navigation bar for navigation, then there has a
beacon-based positioning method, then is the positioning based on the environmental map by using natural landmarks
as beacon. The modern positioning method is combined with different internal and external sensors, and with
application of appropriate filtering technology to filter and estimate the position of robots.

In the autonomous navigation of robots, there are two kinds of positioning tasks, the first is that, in the absence of any
prior location information, just rely on environment map to calculate the robot's current position, called overall
positioning. The second one is to give the position estimation of the before time, with the information of robot itself or
of the external sensor, getting the position estimation of robot at the current moment, called position tracking.

Map Building

Positioning is based on the accurate environment map, so, building and maintaining a environment map is also an
important content of autonomous navigation. Robots make use of the perception information to the environment for
realizing the modeling of the real world, autonomously constructing the environment map. The typical representing
methods of map are grid map, characteristics map and topology map.

(1) Grid Map
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Grid map divides the work environment of robots into a series of grids, every grid will be assigned a probability value
which indicates the possibility of this gird being occupied by the barrier. For the 2D grid map, the entire environment
is divided into uniformed unit grid, and each grid will be given a value between (0 1) range to indicate the state of this
grid: occupied or empty. 0 means completely empty, and 1 means completely occupied. Thus, the entire environment
will be divided into the occupied space and the empty space. For the 3D grid map, each grid’ s value represents the
height information of this grid, thus can indicate the entire environment topographic map. Use grid to represent the
environment map, the resolution of environment space is related to the size of grid, increasing the resolution will
increase the computation time and the space complexity. Since the complexity of the traditional grid representing
method, it can use more effective method of quad-tree representation [7].

(2) Characteristics Map

Characteristics map is to use a group of environmental landmark characteristics to represent the environment, every
landmark characteristic can be approximated by a geometric prototype. So the characteristics map representing
method is also called the geometry information representing method. This kind of map is confined with the
environmental landmark characteristics which can be parameterized and with the objects which can be modeled, such
as point, line and area. Most of the buildings of characteristics map are based on the relative observation of the
environmental information, then use these observed environmental landmark characteristics to represent the
environment map. Since it uses the geometric position relation to represent the environment map, for guaranteeing the
consistency of the map, it asks for all position of observation information are relatively accurate [8].

(3) Topology Map

Topology map is usually defined according to the environmental structure, consisting of the position nodes and
connection lines, nodes are used for representing the specific location in an environment, the connection lines between
nodes are used for representing the path information between the specific positions. In order to use the topology map
to positioning, robots must be able to effectively recognize nodes. For structured environment, it is easy to realize, so,
topology map is an effective representing method. But in the non-structured environment, the recognition of nodes
will become very complicated. If only use topology information to position the robot, it will lose direction and
position very soon [9].

SLAM METHOD BASED ON EXTENDED KALMAN FILTERING

The simultaneous positioning and the map building of the mobile robot can be described as: robot stars to move from
an unknown position in an unknown environment, having autonomous positioning according to the position
estimation and the sensor observation in the moving process, building the environment map at the same time. There
are many ways to realize the SLAM, the common methods are SLAM method based on extended Kalman filtering
and the SLAM method based on particle filtering, this paper uses the SLAM method based on extended Kalman
filtering [10].

Extended Kalman Filtering Algorithm

Establishing a system model of nonlinear discrete time system is as follows:

 1k k kX f X   (1)

 k k kZ h X   (2)

Among them, k and k are the zero mean gaussian white noise sequence, the statistical properties satisfy: k ~N(0,
kQ ), k ~N(0, kR ) . kQ is the covariance matrix of the system process noise k , kR is the covariance matrix of the

system observation noise k .

The current moment system state value
_

kX


and covariance matrix kP
 are:

( )k kX f X
  

 (3)
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is the value of Jacobi matrix of the system state equation at 1kX
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Then, according to the observed value of the current time  k k kZ h X   , calculate predicted observation value kZ
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Finally, according to the prediction of state estimation kX
 

and the new interest k update K time state estimation

kX


and the covariance matrix kP :

( )k k kk kX X K Z Z
  

   (7)

( )k k k kP I k H P   (8)

Mobile Robot Positioning Based on EKF

The random map organizes the position vector of the robot and the environment characteristic vector in a high
dimensional state vector, using EKF to have the the minimum mean square error estimation.

The robot's position vector and covariance matrix are:
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Environmental characteristic vector and covariance matrix are:
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Organizing the position vector of the robot and the environment characteristic vector in a high dimensional state
vector, then the system state vector and covariance matrix of the system are:
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In the covariance matrix of the system, P , mP , mP respectively represents robot and robot, robot and environment
characteristics, covariance matrix between environment characteristics. The mobile robot observes the environmental
characteristics through the external sensor, using EKF to estimate the system state variable aX



and the covariance
matrix aP .

The building of the random map is divided into two steps: forecast and updating. The control signal of robots is input
into the system state equation, finishing the estimation of the position vector and the map characteristics, while the
observation and extraction to the environmental characteristics are used for updating position and characteristics map.

Data Correlation

Data correlation is also called the data matching. Data correlation is to match the test of two environmental
characteristics, determining whether they are correspond to the same characteristic in the environment, Data
correlation is mainly responsible for three tasks in SLAM: detection of new environmental characteristic, matching of
the environmental characteristic and of the map.

Data correlation process includes three parts of content: firstly, having threshold filtering to the observation which
was delivered by sensors, using the prior statistical knowledge to filter the unexpected observation which are outside
of the threshold, including noise and fake point tracks formed by interference, and limit the impossible observation,
forming the feasible efficient point mark in output of this association gate, then forming the incidence matrix, finally
giving the point which is the closet to the prediction position a corresponding track according to the value assignment
strategy.

CONCLUSION

This paper mainly introduces the positioning and the map building method, in the autonomous navigation of robots, it
needs to solve the positioning and configuration problems, positioning includes two positioning tasks: overall
positioning and position tracking, cinfiguration methods mainly are grid map, characteristic map and topology map.
The positioning and the map building problem (SLAM) of the mobile robot, can be described as: robot stars to move
from an unknown position in an unknown environment, having autonomous positioning according to the position
estimation and the sensor observation in the moving process, building the environment map at the same time. This
paper also introduces the extended Kalman filtering EKF algorithm, the EKF algorithm is also the most important
theoretical method in positioning and map building of the mobile robot.
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